CASE STUDY
Overview:

The aluminum roll material plant operates 24/7,
processing over two billion pounds of aluminum
annually, primarily for the can industry. In the
production process, one of the steps/stations is the
hot reversing mill. The reversing mill rolls a hot ingot of
aluminum back and forth from a thickness of about 30
inches to 1 inch—whereupon it goes to the next station.
The large rollers in the hot reversing mill station are
driven by two 6000 HP electric, air-cooled motors. If the
motors get too hot, they automatically shut down to
prevent permanent damage.
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Like most manufacturing plants, a forced outage in a
continuous process industry like theirs is costly and
time-consuming. Periodically, they were forced to shut
the reversing mill motors down entirely, so they could
cool down. Alternatively, management would simply
slow the motors down to 70 or 80 percent of capacity
to prevent overheating. Given its productivity goal of 100
percent, the aluminum plant management decided to
investigate new cooling solutions for the reversing mill
motors. An additional challenge was finding space for
the cooling system: it would need to be compact.

LOCATION:

CAPACITY:

CHALLENGE:

SOLUTION:

North American Aluminum
Roll Manufacturer

Processes two billion pounds
of aluminum annually

Cool electric motors
sufficiently to allow operation
at 100 percent capacity,
despite limited space for the
cooling system

Daikin Modular Central Plant
(MCP): a complete central
plant solution including
chiller, pumps, controls and
cooling tower

Kentucky, USA

Daikin’s aluminum roll material customer operates the largest single can sheet facility in North America,
supplying stock for 45 percent of the overall can market.

DAIKIN MCP WITH WDC DUAL COMPRESSOR CENTRIFUGAL CHILLER
ALLOWS SHEET ALUMINUM PLANT TO RUN AT 100 PERCENT CAPACITY
Solution:

Outcome:

The solution, supplied by Daikin Services, was a complete turnkey modular central
plant (MCP). As Dan Reekers, Cincinnati Service District Manager, described, “the MCP
is a custom piece of equipment, designed and manufactured off-site by Daikin to
meet the specific performance and installation requirement of the customer. Adding
to the complexity, the facility had limited space available for the MCP and is located
in a Seismic Design Category D. As a result, the MCP’s design had to accommodate
the cooling tower being located above the central plant and required special design
considerations. This fast-track solution was particularly appropriate for this customer
because the facility only had a five-day installation window – a planned shutdown for
infrastructure and machine maintenance. This allowed my team to receive the product
and install/reassemble it on site in this relatively short amount of time.”

The solution was completed in March of 2020, during a
planned five-day outage at the aluminum roll material plant.
It is working extremely well, especially given the high summer
month temperatures, and the plant has realized increased
productivity. Despite being recently installed, the payback
projection is measurable in months instead of years. The
line is working at full capacity and plant management is
extremely pleased with the solution, but also the turnkey
project management offered by Daikin Services. Daikin
Services provides installation, testing, start-up, and aftersales support.

At the heart of the MCP is a Daikin WDC centrifugal chiller. Given the 750-ton capacity
chiller utilizes two compressors with variable frequency drives, it provided cost-effective
redundancy. Each compressor allows the chiller to still produce 60% of its design
capacity, requiring less space than multiple chillers and improving part-load efficiency.
This resulted in greatly reduced overall energy consumption, lower installed cost as
compared to two separate chillers, and a central plant that is easily able to vary its
cooling capacity to support changes in cooling demand.

Daikin modular central plants are designed and
manufactured as a complete, turnkey solution that fits
specific footprints, tight project schedules, local labor
markets, and the desire to expand for the future.
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